EMOPS: an enhanced multi-objective pswarm based classifier for poorly understood cancer patterns
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Abstract

Microarray based Cancer Pattern Classification is one of the popular techniques in Bioinformatics Research. This Research Work is noticed that for studying the expression levels through the Gene Expression profiling experiments, thousands of Genes have to be simultaneously studied to understand the patterns of the Gene Expression or Cancer Pattern. This research work proposed an efficient Cancer Pattern Classifier called An Enhanced Multi-Objective P swarm (EMOPS) and it is studied thoroughly in terms of Memory Utilization, Execution Time (Processing Time), Sensitivity, Specificity, Classification Accuracy and F Score. The results were compared with the recently proposed classifiers namely Hybrid Ant Bee Algorithm (HABA), Kernelized Fuzzy Rough Set Based Semi Supervised Support Vector Machine (KFRS-S3VM) and Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO). For analyzing the performances of the proposed model, this work considered a few cancer patterns namely Bladder, Breast, Colon, Endometrial, Kidney, Leukemia, Lung, Melanoma, Mom-Hodgkin, Pancreatic, Prostate and Thyroid. From our experimental results, it was noticed that the proposed model outperforms the identified three classifiers in terms of Memory Utilization, Execution Time (Processing Time), Sensitivity, Specificity, Classification Accuracy and F Score. To improve the performance of the system further in term of Processing Time, the proposed model Enhanced Multi-Objective P swarm (EMOPS) is implemented under Parallel Framework and evaluated. That is the model is tested with Two, Four, Eight and Sixteen Parallel Processors and from the results, it is established that the Processing Time decreases considerably which will improve the performance of the Proposed Model.
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1. Introduction

This Microarray is a significant technology which facilitating to study various gene expressions. The microarray data, in general, are images and these microarray images could be converted into various gene expression. These Gene Expressions have been usually used for Gene Pattern Classifications. From the available literature survey [1-6], it was noticed that the Data Mining Techniques are facilitating to classify and predict various Cancer Gene Patterns. The Classifiers are used to classify microarray samples for pattern classification. ie the normal microarray sample data set and cancer pattern samples can be classified with the help of Classifiers [12-16]. If the samples had a few subtypes of cancer pattern, then we needed multiclass cancer pattern classifiers [1-4]. From the literature survey, it was noticed that the Multi-Class Cancer Pattern Classifier can be employed to improve the classification accuracy [17]. This research work identified a few popular Multi-Class Classifiers which are recently proposed for Cancer Pattern Prediction/Classification and all those Classifiers were discussed below.

The proposed model Enhanced Multi-Objective P swarm (EMOPS) was implemented with Uni-Processor [1] and Parallel Processors as well. The detailed procedure of the Parallel Framework was discussed in the following section. This Research paper is arranged and written as follows. The Section 2 briefly described the recently proposed Data Mining Classifiers. The proposed model, Enhanced Multi-Objective P swarm Based Classifier (EMOPS) is implemented in Uni-Processing and Parallel Framework as well is described in Section 3. The results and strengths of the proposed model in Uni-Processing as well as Parallel Processing is discussed at Section 4 and Conclusion was given in Section 5

2. Recently proposed data mining classifiers

The characteristics and procedures of the three identified Classifiers namely i. Hybrid Ant Bee Algorithm (HABA) [4], ii. Kernelized Fuzzy Rough Set Based Semi Supervised Support Vector Machine (KFRS-S3VM) [1] and iii. Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) [6], [21-24] have been discussed in the following subsections.

2.1. Hybrid ant bee algorithm (HABA)

Ant Colony Optimization [1], [4], [10], [26] does maintain a colony of ants and make possible Permissible Ranges (PRs) in association with values proposed for a design model. Here, each and every ant is permitted to select a Permissible Range which will represent the path. When all ants have chosen their paths, then the discrete value associated with the selected path is taken and for all ants, this is considered as candidate value. Then, the system evaluates the Artificial Bee Colony Approach by combining the candidate values of all the...
ants and this initializes the food source and the objective function can be evaluated with three phases and those phases named as i. Employed Bee Phase where Food sources assigned to Bees, ii. Onlooker Bee Phase, where a decision is taken by Bees and iii. Scout Bee Phase, where ants making out the random search. The proposed Ant Bee Algorithm combines the strength of Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). The procedure of Ant Bee Algorithm is described below.

Generate Initial solution space
Evaluate the Fitness of Objective function if (Fitness Function Converged) { declare best solution stop() } Split the Database as Clusters ACO() //probabilistic based optimization { Set Parameters, Initialize Pheromone Trails Construct path Select and Construct Ant Solution Update Pheromones } ABC()

// Optimizes through ABC Algorithm // Cluster based optimization based on intelligent foraging behaviour of bee // No. of Parameters D; //Function fn.; //No. of Bees NB; //Lower Bound lb; //U/p bee Bound ub;
Declare par, fn.DNP.lib.ub.limit; Initialization of parameter par=0 If (NP-limit) { abc_optimfn(par, D=length(par) ) } } Combine the results of ABC() and ACO() Construct Solution

2.2. Kernelized fuzzy rough set based semi supervised support vector machine (KFRS-S3VM)
The Kernelized Fuzzy Rough Set (KFRS) [5] is used to classify Cancer Patterns and used to classify Gene Expressions from the Microarray datasets [5], [7-8]. The KFRS-S3VM has two popular feature selection techniques, namely i. Fuzzy Preference Based Rough Set (FPRS) and ii. Consistency Based Feature Selection (CBFS). Gene Expressions based validations have done in this Scheme, which shown in the detailed procedure [5], [25]. The Forward Greedy Search Algorithm based Gaussian Kernel Approximation [4], [18-20] was designed as follows.

Input: Sample set \( U = \{Z_1, Z_2, ..., Z_n\} \), feature set \( A \), decision \( F \) and stopping threshold \( \varepsilon \).
Output: Reduct: \( R \)

Step 1: Initialize \( R \) to an empty set and \( \beta \) to 0
Step 2: For each attribute \( a \in A - R \),
Compute \( \beta = \beta_{\text{red}} \)
Step 3: Find the maximal \( \beta \) and the corresponding attribute \( a \)
Step 4: Add attribute \( a \) to \( R \) if it satisfies \( \beta - \beta_{\text{old}}(F) > \varepsilon \)
Step 5: Assign \( \beta \) to \( R \) to \( R \)
Step 6: Repeat steps 2 to 5 while \( R \neq A \)
Step 7: Return \( R \)

The above procedure of Gaussian Kernel Approximation is initially starting with a null set of attribute and it is evaluating the all other remaining attributes in iterations and also it is selecting various features identifying by the Maximal Fuzzy Dependency [5], [8-9]. The fuzzy dependency (F) is calculated as follows [1], [3].

Input: Sample set \( U = \{Z_1, Z_2, ..., Z_n\} \), feature set \( A \), decision \( F \) and parameters \( \delta \)
Output: dependency \( \beta \) of \( F \) to \( A \)

Step 1: \( \beta (F) \leftarrow 0 \)
Step 2: \( i = 1 \) to \( m \)
Step 3: Find the nearest sample \( x_i \) to \( z_i \) with different class

\[
Step 4 : \beta(F) \leftarrow \beta(F) + \sqrt{1 - \exp \left(-\frac{||z_i - x_i||^2}{\delta} \right)}^2
\]

Step 5: Return \( \beta(F) \)
The algorithm will remove low dependency values those features that received from the data sets.

2.3. Multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MPSO)
The Particle Swarm Optimization[6] is one of the popular existing population based optimization techniques. The various candidate solutions are named as Particle and the population of these Particles is termed as Swarm.

Let us consider that there were N Particles in Swarm to achieve optimal fitness. The Particle Best Position pbest and Global Best Position gbest need to update to attain and compute fitness [27-30]. The MPSO was developed[5] by the authors Anirban Mukhopadhyay and et. al. as follows.

1) Input i. Data Matrix ii. Cluster Center C, iii. Particles N, iv. Samples S, v. Assign thr = 0.5, Sample Velocity SV
2) Output A
   a) Initialize Random Sample Locations and SVs as well
   b) Initialize Random Sample Locations and SV as well
   ii. Calculate CellBoundary(xnd) for all cluster Centres till
   xnd > Threshold
   d) Select Centres by evaluating and combining
e) Take Average Calculation by crowding distance sorting for all derived solutions Select the best Sample Gene Gn

2.4. Identified problem
This research work has implemented the above discussed three Classifiers and studied thoroughly with a few Cancer Patterns in terms of Memory Utilization, Execution Time (Processing Time), Sensitivity, Specificity, Classification Accuracy and FScore. From our experimental results, it was noticed that the performances of these three classifiers are strongly depend on the patterns of the Gene/Cancer pattern. It was also noted that the Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) is relative outperforming other two classifiers. To improve the performance of the Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO), this paper enhanced Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) and named as an Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm Based Classifier (EMOPS) and described in the following section.

3. EMOPS : an enhanced multi-objective pswarm based classifier
It was also noted that the Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) is relative outperforming other two classifiers. To improve the performance of the Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO), this paper enhanced Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) and named as an Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm Based Classifier (EMOPS) and described in the following section.

3.1. Procedure of enhanced multi-objective pswarm based classifier (EMOPS)
As discussed in the previous section, the Multiobjective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) considers the total number of particles to achieve optimal fitness. The Particle Best Position pbest and Global Best Position gbest will update to attain and compute fitness.

This research work noticed that the position and parameter values need to optimize in such a way to achieve a high level of Classification Accuracy. ie need to determine optimized centre
values to improve and achieve higher classification accuracy. To achieve higher classification accuracy, this work proposed an efficient model called an Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm Based Classifier (EMOPS). The procedure of this work will consider multiple competing solutions to find Global Best Position gbest, which will improve Classification and Prediction accuracy. The procedure for the Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm Based Classifier (EMOPS) is given below.

1) Input i. Data Matrix ii. Cluster Center C, iii. Particles N, iv. Samples S, v. Assign thr = 0.5, Sample Velocity SV
2) Output A

   a) Initialize Random Sample Locations and SVs as well
      i) Genes xn, Samples Gene Set Gn, and Fitness Pn
   b) Initialize Random Sample Locations and SVs as well
      i) Calculate CellBoundary(xnd) for all cluster Centres till
         xnd ≥ Threshold
   c) Calculate CellBoundary and average Velocity Vnd
   d) Calculate
      i) Strong-dominance updating strategy
         a) Compute Crowding Distance and Refresh for next Iteration
         b) Estimates the largest rectangle size
         c) Calculate the average distance of its two neighbouring
            solutions
      d) Select Centres by evaluating and combining
      e) Take Average Calculation by crowding distance sorting for
         all derived solutions
      i) Select the best Sample Gene Gn
   f) Select the Global Best Position gbest

3.2. Parallel computing framework

The proposed Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm Based Classifier (EMOPS) was implemented under Parallel Computing Framework to improve the performance of the proposed model in term of Execution Time. The Parallel Architecture was illustrated in the Fig. 1. The Model is designed by Parallel Framework to predict the Cancer Pattern. That is this work has implemented with One Processor, Two Processors, Four Processors, Eight Processors and 16 Processors.

As shown in the Fig. 1, the Parallel-Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm Based Classifier (EMOPS) has Multiple Populations, Objectives and Data Sets, which is created as Particle Swarm Decomposition. The decomposed Multiple Data Sets are allocated to Parallel Computing Resources for Cancer Pattern Classification/Prediction. These divided Data Sets will provide partial solution and it facilitates to find Global Solution which will provide final Classification / Prediction Pattern.

4. Performance analysis

This Research Work conducts Simulations to study the performances and classification abilities of the proposed model, Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm Based Classifier (EMOPS), The Cancer Genome Sequence Data Sets[11] namely NCBLCGS.MER and NCBLCS.MER are used to analysis the proposed model. The Simulation was performed as shown in Fig 1. For the Simulations, the various cancer patterns’ are considered and the name of those patterns are i. Bladder, ii. Breast, iii. Colon. iv. Endometrial, v. Kidney, vi. Leukemia, vii. Lung, viii. Melanoma, ix. Mom-Hodgkin, x. Pancreatic, xi. Prostate and xii. Thyroid.
The proposed Classifier EMOPS was implemented and studied thoroughly. The results were compared with the performances of the existing classifiers namely Hybrid Ant Bee Algorithm (HABA), Kernelized Fuzzy Rough Set Based Semi Supervised Support Vector Machine (KFRS-S3VM) and Multiobjective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) which are illustrated from the Fig. 1 to Fig. 7. From the results, it was noticed that the proposed model outperforms the existing identified models in terms of Execution Time (Processing Time), Sensitivity, Specificity, Classification Accuracy, FScore, and Memory Utilization.

5. Conclusion

This research work proposed an efficient Cancer Pattern Classifier called An Enhanced Multi-Objective Pswarm (EMOPS) and studied thoroughly. From our experimental results, it was noticed that the proposed model outperforms the identified three classifiers namely Hybrid Ant Bee Algorithm (HABA), Kernelized Fuzzy Rough Set Based Semi Supervised Support Vector Machine (KFRS-S3VM) and Multiobjective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) in terms of Memory Utilization, Execution Time (Processing Time), Sensitivity, Specificity, Classification Accuracy and FScore. It is further observed that the execution time executed under Parallel Architecture is relatively lesser than that of Execution Time by Uni Processing.
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